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 "Every company in the world will tell you they are customer-driven...But after
spending 20 years in my career building and leading SaaS companies, I’ve learned
that none of that means anything unless you actually make the structural decisions
to ensure it.”  
—David Cancel
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Welcome to Getting Started with Customer Discovery. In this guide, you’ll learn about the gap

between valuing customers and prioritizing them within a company. More importantly, you’ll

learn the approachable ways you can close this gap by leveraging the interactions your

company is already having. In closing, we highlight real examples of companies who have

applied customer insights to make notable marketing, sales, and product gains. Here is an

overview of what you’ll find in this guide:

7 out of 10 companies speak to less than 10 customers a month

While companies know the customer matters and many strive toward a Product-Led Growth

approach, internal processes are lagging. And it shows. Only 12% of customers believe in

“customer first” messaging, and 81% of brands had stagnant scores for customer experience in

2019.

True customer focus means big gains for modern companies

Forrester identified moving up just one point on their Customer Experience Index can

translate into an extra $244 million in incremental revenue for big box retailers. And Product-

Led Growth SaaS companies, which put customer value at the heart of product and company,

have over 2x valuation, 1.5x higher revenue, and 9% higher revenue growth.

Customer discovery unlocks why customers behave the way they do

Quantitative data helps teams track market and product trends. But without qualitative data,

teams are left guessing as to why customers behave in certain ways. Qualitative customer

understanding reduces time-to-learning, reduces opportunity costs, and unlocks sustainable

company growth.

You can learn more about your customers in minutes, not months

LearnWhy is designed to help teams glean actionable customer insights: from identifying the

right segments to survey, to asking powerful questions, to analyzing data for trend analysis

and patterns.

Customer insights are the secret to SaaS success

Product-Led Growth forerunners, such as Trello, Hubspot, and Appcues, showcase how

insights can translate into major results such as 150% more users signing up and 37% more

demo requests.



The customer matters, but processes don’t show it

The further you are from the customer, the worse your product

performs

Customer understanding isn’t a nice-to-have

What qualitative discovery is and isn’t

What are the objectives of customer discovery?

Right people, right time, right information

Analyze what you collect

Leverage insights for growth

Marketing: Improve positioning, copy, and content strategy

Product: Remove roadblocks and prioritize value

Sales: Optimize onboarding and improve time-to-value

Part 1: Most companies don’t know their customer

 

Part 2: Customer discovery, or how to know your customer

 

Part 3: How to implement a customer discovery process

 

Part 4: Applying and benefitting from customer insights
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Companies know the customer matters. However, data

shows most companies aren’t talking with customers or

leveraging customer insights for scalable growth.

 

A Capgemini study found that while 75 percent of

companies believe themselves to be customer-centric,

only 30 percent of customers believe this to be the

case. When ProfitWell analyzed over 3,000 subscription

companies and 1.2 million consumers, SaaS executives

indicated that 7 out 10 organizations are speaking to

less than 10 customers per month in a non-sales

research capacity.

 

Other research indicates nearly half of companies aren’t

even asking customers for feedback, let alone

researching them. A HubSpot analysis found that 42%

of companies don’t ask customers for feedback, and

only 19% have a formal customer advocacy program.

Even in the few companies where customer insights are

a priority, User Interview research indicates less than

40% of stakeholders know how to access research

findings. Many major companies aren’t collecting

qualitative customer data or don’t know how to act on

that data when they do collect it.

 

Worse, while companies may fool themselves into

thinking they’re customer-centric, they’re not fooling

customers. Only 12% of people believe company

messaging that claims to put the “customer first.”

Part 1: Most companies don’t know

their customer

In the Product-Led Growth era, customer
understanding is more important than ever. Yet
most companies aren’t prioritizing customers,
and the symptoms are troubling.

7 out of 10 

organizations speak to less

than 10 customers per month;

 

 

Only 19%

of companies have a formal

customer advocacy programer 

 

 

Just 12%

of customer believe “customer

first” company messaging

“Saying your company is
customer-centric is easy.
Actually being customer-
centric requires that you
lead by example and walk
the walk every day in
every situation.”
 
Todd Olson,

CEO/Founder at Pendo

https://www.capgemini.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/the_disconnected_customer-what_digital_customer_experience_leaders_teach_us_about_reconnecting_with_customers.pdf
https://www.profitwell.com/blog/customer-research-benchmarks
https://www.userinterviews.com/blog/the-state-of-user-research-report-2020
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/state-of-service-2019-customer-first


When a company fails to research customers, build a process for insight collection, and

implement understanding, certain symptoms routinely appear. Most often, this looks like

poor product engagement, flailing customer experiences, and expensive support

inefficiencies.

 

Wasted features and poor product engagement

When ProfitWell asked product leaders to assess the last 5,000 features they’ve built,

leaders were confident they delivered high value features customers are willing to pay for.

Yet when ProfitWell then asked customers to assess features, the data told a different

story. Customers ranked the majority of features as both low value and low willingness to

pay, or high value but low willingness to pay.
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Companies say the customer matters, but most internal processes, practices, and budgets

reflect otherwise. And this gap manifests itself in a number of expensive and troubling

ways.

 

The further you are from the customer, the worse your

product performs

https://www.profitwell.com/blog/customer-research-benchmarks
https://www.profitwell.com/blog/customer-research-benchmarks
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This is in line with earlier research from The Standish Group that indicated 45% of features

software projects ship are never even used. The opportunity costs from producing these

features, not to mention the ones that teams abandon and never launch, are enormous.

 

Rising acquisition costs and poor customer experiences

Software is easier and cheaper to produce than ever. Because of this lower production bar

and increased competition, customer acquisition costs (CAC) are rising for both B2B and

B2C companies. Research from ProfitWell indicates that CAC is up nearly 60% across all

sectors. For B2B markets that have been established for a decade and a half, the

competition is even more fierce. In those sectors, CAC has increased by 70-75%.

 

“It’s impossible to be customer-obsessed without addressing the digital
expectations of those customers. But too often, those efforts get swallowed by
technical minutia and fall prey to a pursuit of digital for the sake of digital. One
common example is the proliferation of new mobile apps created to attract
customers but that go unused. Despite the more than 1.6 million apps available to
Android users and 1.5 million apps available in Apple’s App Store, customers still
spend 84% of their time in just five of their favorite apps. The result: lots of shiny
new (digital) objects that your customers don’t like or even care about.” 
 
– Forrester, The Operating model for Customer Obsession

https://www.mindtheproduct.com/product-research-rules-by-c-todd-lombardo/
https://www.profitwell.com/blog/how-is-cac-changing-over-time


Given how expensive it is to acquire customers,

companies would do well to focus on customer

experience and retention. But while executives know

this is good practice, data shows there is disconnect

here as well. According to Forrester, an overwhelming

87% of marketing decision makers say improving

customer experience is their top priority, but

Forrester’s research also indicates that customer

experiences aren’t getting better. In 2019, 81% of

brands had stagnant scores for customer

experiences. 

 

Expensive support inefficiencies  

When Hubspot analyzed a year’s worth of support

cases, they discovered an expensive problem—41%

of support requests were solved with a documented

solution. When they tallied up the time support

employees had spent addressing these cases,

Hubspot realized they spent $7M helping customers

find existing answers.

 

Because Hubspot prioritizes customer success, they

were able to correct this expensive flaw and serve

customers even better. But for the 56% of companies

who don’t offer a knowledge base at all, the annual

costs are even higher. Especially in light of research

from Forrester that indicates 72% of US online

customers prefer to use a company’s website to get

answers to their questions.

72% 

of customers prefer to use a

company’s website to get

answers

 

 

56%

of companies don’t offer any

knowledge base

Customer understanding isn’t a

nice-to-have; it’s essential

Back in 2011, Forrester predicted our current time

period would be the age of the customer.

https://go.forrester.com/blogs/prioritize-customer-value-not-just-customer-experience/
https://go.forrester.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Forrester-Light-On-The-Horizon.pdf
https://blog.hubspot.com/service/help-me-help-you-by-helping-myself
https://go.forrester.com/blogs/10-04-06-do_your_customers_want_to_telephone_you_for_service/
https://boxonline.s3.amazonaws.com/SM/Forrester_Age_of_Customer_Report.pdf
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In today’s climate, SaaS companies can’t win their markets without strong products. But

teams can’t build strong products without rich customer understanding. As Hiten Shah

observes, 

“The only source of competitive advantage is the one that can survive technology-
fueled disruption — an obsession with understanding, delighting, connecting with,
and serving customers. In this age, companies that thrive are those that tilt their
budgets toward customer knowledge and relationships.”  
 
– Forrester, Competitive Strategy in the Age of the Customer

Their prediction proved true. In 2019, Forrester found that moving up just one point on
Forrester’s Customer Experience Index translated into an extra $244 million in
incremental revenue for big box retailers. A decrease in experience translated to an
equally dramatic loss.
 

Today’s top Product-Led Growth (PLG) companies indicate that customer-centricity has a

proportionately large impact in SaaS as well. Compared to other players in the SaaS

market, PLG companies have over 2x valuation, over 1.5x higher revenue, and over 9%

higher revenue growth.

https://openviewpartners.com/product-led-growth-index/
https://go.forrester.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Forrester-Light-On-The-Horizon.pdf
https://openviewpartners.com/product-led-growth-index/
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"You’ll create the best product if you know more about customers than your competitors and
you act on that knowledge.”
 

So how do teams get closer to the customer, not just in theory, but in revenue-boosting

practice?

Part 2: Customer discovery, or how to know your customer

Quantitative data identifies what is happening in our products and markets.
Qualitative data helps you LearnWhy and identifies new opportunities. Your
team needs both.

 

Customer discovery is more than interaction

By necessity, SaaS businesses interact with their customers. They send marketing emails,

make sales pitches, and provide timely support. Leaders often look at this activity and say,

“We’re talking with customers all the time!”

 

However, having conversations with customers doesn’t make a company customer-driven.

And it doesn’t mean the company is conducting customer discovery.

 

Sales, support, and marketing conversations all happen in a specific context where, 99%

of the time, the point of these conversations isn’t to learn about the customer. These

activities aren’t wrong, but they aren’t discovery.

 

What’s more, employees having these conversations usually aren’t incentivized to learn

about the customer. They’re incentivized to perform or deliver; their metrics are activities

such as tickets closed, sprints completed, hours spent, and amount of data collected—

metrics misaligned with the customer.

 

Customer discovery is more than quantitative data collection

Other businesses assume they discover who their customers are through quantitative data.

Data provides valuable information about what customers are doing and how, but product

and market metrics only paint part of the picture teams need.

What qualitative customer discovery is and isn’t
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To truly align products with customers and innovate solutions that meet real needs, internal
teams need to understand the why behind the what. 
 

Qualitative customer discovery is all about why

Qualitative customer discovery includes all the activities around aligning companies with

their customers’ real lives and addressable problems. 

What are the objectives of customer discovery?

Improve time to learning

There are two stages of producing a product or feature. The first stage is discovery, where

a company or team determines what to pursue. The second stage is delivery, where a

company or team delivers what they decided to pursue. In discovery, time to learning is

the priority; in delivery, time to market is the primary concern.

 

“...the quantitative data will tell us what’s happening or not happening; but it
can’t tell us why something’s happening or not happening.”
 

– Marty Cagan, Partner at Silicon Valley Product Group

“User research is not only about understanding your users, but understanding
how they think, act, and feel when it comes to engaging with the product or
service you are offering. Companies have plenty of demographic data about their
audience (age, gender, location), but user research can actually give you
qualitative, behavioral insights about what your users do or how they use your
product. In all these years working in UX, there has never been a single time when
I did user research and learned nothing new. You simply cannot ‘know your users
too much.”
 

– Fabricio Teixeira, Founder of UX Collective

“And while some customer discovery tactics, such as group studies, can be expensive, many
are not. Surveys (in-app or otherwise) and conversations with customers can take minutes
and happen every day. 
 

For example, LearnWhy is designed to help you collect and leverage qualitative customer

feedback without expensive research teams. Our product is powered by playbooks that

help you collect, identity, and leverage qualitative insights on a daily basis.



The 2020 State of User Research report, which

surveyed over 300 user researchers, identified that

the top goal of most research programs is

understanding customer needs. Among teams who

gather qualitative customer insights, their favorite

outcome is making decisions with better evidence.

 

Customer understanding illuminates the discovery

process for teams. When teams know what the

customer wants and why, they can easily identify the

next product improvement. This understanding

speeds up time to learning in discovery, and it helps

teams get to market quickly in delivery as well.

Qualitative insights speed up the entire process of

producing a product or feature.

 

Cultivate continuous understanding

Customers’ lives aren’t stagnant. To stay relevant and

maintain growth, companies must continuously

assess what is and isn’t important to their customer

base. In light of the global pandemic of 2020,

positioning expert April Dunford explains, “The key

thing is that you need to be tuned into what's

valuable for your customers right now. You need to

be open to the idea that their priorities may have

shifted and the way you position your offering might

have to shift to stay aligned with them.”

 

Customer discovery keeps companies aligned with

customer needs, whether the market shifts slightly to

accommodate a new player or the entire economy

shifts dramatically in light of world events.

 

Reduce expensive opportunity costs

Companies often cite reasons such as “it’s too

expensive” or “it’s too time consuming” for why they

don’t invest more in customer understanding.

“...it’s critical to avoid

guessing as much as

possible. Talk to your

customers, understand the

value you’re delivering. Do

all the homework to make

sure that you’re getting all

the details right.” 

 

Scott Williamson,

Vice President of Product

Management at GitLab

https://www.userinterviews.com/blog/the-state-of-user-research-report-2020


However, building the wrong features (not to mention

product) is significantly more expensive and time

consuming.

 

Imagine 1 frontend developer, 1 backend developer, 1

designer, and 1 project manager spend two weeks

producing a small feature. If you assumed the average

hourly rate for each of these, and assume the

developers each spend 30 hours on the product, the

designer 50, and the project manager 30, the cost for

this small feature would be around [cost].

 

This is the price of building one small feature that

delivers little to no value for the customers and

business. The true opportunity cost is much higher,

because opportunity cost accounts for not building

the right feature as well.

 

Collecting and organizing customer insights lowers or

eliminates these opportunity costs by reducing

guesswork for the product teams.

 

Unlock sustainable growth

Companies are increasingly data-rich. They have

reports on the market, metrics on product usage,

social media counts, and countless tracking around

events. In fact, most companies have more data than

they know what to do with, but fewer insights than

they need. According to Forrester, only 29% of

companies say they’re good at mapping data and

analytics to measurable business outcomes.

 

However, the companies that can both identify and

act on customer insights are the ones who get ahead.

 

Customer-obsessed firms
embed digital capabilities in
every nook and cranny of
the organization. Dominos,
for example, has used digital
technology to push customer
interactions to new heights
with features like text-based
ordering and to iterate
quickly based on consumer
feedback. This type of
leadership has spurred 9.8%
projected growth over the
past two years.” 
 

Forrester, The Operating

Model for Customer

Obsessionb

https://www.forrester.com/staticassets/marketing/Forrester_Operating_Model_For_Customer_Obsession_125961.pdf
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Establish vision: If your team or stakeholders aren't sold on understanding the

customer, you'll want to start here. Use data and evidence from this guide to

explain the benefits of understanding your customer. Paint a vivid picture of

customer insights ROI.

Determine process: Identify what type of data teams will collect, how they will

gather it, and where it will live. Define the shelf-life of your data as well. Will you

keep all of it for three years? Or might some insights expire?

Create organization: Provide clarity around how you'll organize and label insights.

What kind of taxonomy or classification system will you use? How will you store

insights in a clear and useful way?

Invite ownership: Decide whether one person or the entire team will be responsible

for managing insights. Explain who will have access to the insights, and who is

responsible for their upkeep.

Improve time to learning

Introducing a customer discovery process is worthwhile, but it can be tricky. To orchestrate

change well, you'll need stakeholder and team buy-in. You'll also need to lay groundwork

around why the process matters, how it will work, and what results your company can

expect.

 

Here are several steps you can take to lay a foundation in your organization:

 

 

 

 

 

Part 3: How to implement ongoing qualitative customer

discovery

Capture the right information, analyze what you collect for insights, leverage
those insights for growth. Rinse and repeat..

 

First things first: lay a sure foundation



Plan distribution: An insight locked in a vault is

hardly useful. Determine how teams will access

and leverage insights for their own uses. How

will teams collaborate around the collected

information?

Select a tool: What tool(s) will you use to

interact with the customer and aggregate

insights? Consider security, data structure,

integrations, and features like search.

Define success: If your process is working, what

will success look like? And how will you

measure progress along the way? Identify what

a successful customer discovery process will

produce for your organization.

 

 

 

Once you lay a foundation, you’re ready to start

collecting insights.

Right people, right time, right

information

Engage the right people

The “right” customer will always depend on what

question your team is asking. In many cases, the right

customer will fall in one of three broad categories:

recent sign-ups, recent cancellations, and product

advocates.

 

Recent sign-ups can help answer questions such as,

“why are customers choosing our product?” and

“what’s going on in their lives that caused them to

sign up?” The responses and patterns in the

responses here can heavily influence landing page

strategy, acquisition channels, and onboarding flows.

CAPTURE

Capture qualitative insights

at scale with question

Playbooks for every stage

of your customers journey.

ANALYZE

Extract insight from

qualitative data, perform

sentiment analysis and

identify emerging trends.

EXECUTE

Empower your team to

make discovery a habit with

intuitive voice of the

customer reports.



Recent cancellations can help answer questions such

as, “why did you quit our product?” Insights here can

help teams make strategic improvements such as

improving positioning (perhaps customers cite unmet

expectations) and reducing churn (by addressing

major frustrations).

 

And product advocates, or those who excel with your

product and advocate it to others, help teams answer

“who is our ideal customer” and “what job are they

trying to do?” Insights here help hone segmentation

and positioning, as well as feature prioritization.

 

The right segment varies by company and question,

which is why LearnWhy allows teams to interact with

customers at custom milestones, such as first project

completed or 5 consecutive days of activity.

 

Ask at the right time

Imagine your team is surveying recent sign-ups. The

responses your team will receive if they prompt

customers within 24 hours of signing up will be very

different than the responses they will receive if they

prompt customers within 3 weeks of signing up. With

the first group, the customer’s motivations and

expectations will be much fresher and much more

relevant to targeting and converting other new

customers.

 

Similar logic applies for any other segment your team

targets. Not only do they want to select the right

segment to engage, they want to engage them at the

right time. The “right” time means the time most likely

to deliver actionable feedback relative to the problem

your team is trying to solve.

 

LearnWhy provides Playbooks to target the right

customers at the right event-driven intervals for fresh

insights.

New Signups

First Task Completion

What are your goals?



Pose the right questions

Once your team has identified the right people to ask

and the right time to ask them, they’ll need to ask the

right questions. And counterintuitively, the right

question is never a leading question or one that asks

the customer to speculate on future behavior (all

people are notoriously bad at predicting this).

 

LearnWhy provides the ability to gather valuable

customer feedback at key milestones using Jobs-to-

be-done questionnaires and custom surveys.

“Always be talking to your
customers. Uncover the
pain, solve the problem and
then build on ramps that
allow customers to share
more of their pain so you
can repeat the cycle. Note
that I don’t mean ask
customers what features will
satisfy them—that’s an
endless and thankless dark
path. Instead, focus on core
needs and use the team’s
ingenuity to find solutions
consistent with your vision.”
 
Oji Udezue, 

Vice President of Product,

Calendly

Analyze what you’ve collected

Once your team collects qualitative data, they need a

way to separate signals from noise. LearnWhy uses

natural language processing (NLP) to run sentiment

and trend analyses, helping your team quickly identify

patterns..

 

Additional tools and sorting, such as word clouds that

help identify key phrases, and tags that group insights

by theme enable teams to parse the motivations and

needs of customers. An emphasis on Jobs-to-be-done

(JTBD) enables teams to highlight desired outcomes,

identify powerful motivations, and categorize

alternative solutions.



“The advantage we have as
modern marketers is access
to a wealth of data
generated via online
interactions. Each
interaction is an opportunity
to collect additional data
points not only about
individual prospects, but
also about what the
customer journey looks like
overall. The key to extracting
value from all this
information is knowing how
to harness it to reveal
insights that inform your
sales and marketing efforts.”
 
Laura Borghesi, 

Senior Director, Growth

Marketing, MongoDB

Leverage customer insights for

growth

OIn the final stage of customer discovery, teams map

customer insights to business goals or opportunities.

They also begin building feedback loops into the

product that deliver a continuous flow of insights for

ongoing collection and analysis.

 

This can lead to higher ROI on resources, higher

feature engagement, lower CAC, greater retention,

more positive future feedback, and high brand

affinity. (See examples below.)

 

LearnWhy surfaces the insights your team needs to do

their best work by surfacing new learnings in their

existing workflows with intuitive reports and digests.

Part 4: Applying and benefitting

from qualitative insights

Successful Product-Led Growth companies
prove that collecting and leveraging customer
insights can boost every area of operations..

 

Marketing: Improve positioning,

copy, and content strategy

Understanding the customer’s journey, from initial

trigger to raving success, is the easiest way to create

an effective marketing strategy. From improved

positioning to more compelling landing page copy to

content strategies that convert, there’s no substitute

for qualitative customer understanding.



“In Trello, we have two
different kinds of users:
creators (people who add
cards, move them around,
write comments, attach files,
etc.) and observers
(managers, executives and
so forth who view boards to
follow progress, but aren’t
creating as often).” 
 
Justin Gallagher,

Head of Product

Management at Trello

Align positioning with product value

Trello could have positioned itself as a to-do list,

notes-app, or organization system. It certainly shares

features with each of those categories. But this isn’t

how customers use the product, nor does it match

how the product provides value.

 

Instead, the team at Trello positions their product as a

collaborative tool. This positioning immediately sets

the expectation that Trello is something you use with

colleagues. Not only does this promote word-of-

mouth virality as customers invite collaborators, it

aligns with how customers actually use the product—

a key reason Trello now has over 35,000,000

registered users today.

 

Craft landing page copy that converts

Marketing teams often realize when their landing

pages are dated. What they’re less equipped to do is

update them in an effective manner.

 

When Hubspot updated their website copy as part of

a redesign, they didn’t simply guess at which words to

put on the screen. Instead, they researched their

customers to see what language would resonate the

most with them. With the help of several copywriters,

Hubspot identified three important customer

segments to talk with and prompted those segments

to understand pain points, anxieties, desired

outcomes, and priorities.

 

They then organized these insights and analyzed them

to unearth recurring themes, frequently used words,

and well-said soundbites. From there, Hubspot

applied those patterns and insights to the homepage,

product pages, and other parts of the website.
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Within a few weeks of going live, a new flow doubled the site’s overall conversion rate.

Hubspot also saw a 35% increase in the total volume of demo requests and a 27% increase

in product signup’s post launch.

Within a few weeks of going live, a new flow doubled the site’s overall conversion rate.

Hubspot also saw a 35% increase in the total volume of demo requests and a 27% increase

in product signup’s post launch.

Solidify an effective content marketing strategy

ProfitWell research found that content CAC is about 15% less than paid CAC and that

companies with a blog receive 67% more leads than companies without a blog. While it’s

clear that content works, it’s less clear exactly how you make it work—especially if your

market is anything but new.

 

Casper, the mattress startup with a $1B valuation, used customer insights to figure out to

make content work for them. They identified that customers are most likely to consider a

new mattress between 1-3 AM. Through engaging with customers, they learned that a

unique set of triggers (like getting a dog) prompted potential buyers to think seriously

about better sleep. Based on this customer journey, Casper produced content for their 2am

restless sleepers and targeted keywords such as “how to go to sleep earlier.”

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/customer-driven-copy-conversions
https://www.profitwell.com/blog/does-content-marketing-pay-off
https://katelynbourgoin.com/marketing-buying-triggers-to-outsmart/
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Casper then retargeted readers through ads to move them further along the buying

decision. Overall, knowing what their customer’s journey looked like enabled Casper to

create a smart and effective content marketing strategy that set them above competitors

in an already crowded marketplace.

When a product or product feature falls flat, it can be difficult to know what to improve.

Customer insights help solve the mystery and illuminate pathways to creating more

profitable user experiences

 

Remove roadblocks and increase activation  

Appcues was sitting at a 13% completion rate for moving new users from sign up to the

“aha moment”—the moment when everything clicks and customers realize the value in a

product. Thirteen percent was an okay rate, but Appcues knew they could improve.

 

When they closely monitored onboarding sessions, they made a crucial discovery: most

customers weren’t making it to a critical value page. With the help of a simple redirect,

Appcues improved the value journey in onboarding, and completion rates jumped to 32%.

Director of Marketing, Ty Magnin, explains, “That means 150% more new users signing up

for Appcues are finding their Aha Moment. Which means the world for our activation rate.”

Product: Remove roadblocks and prioritize value

https://www.appcues.com/blog/aha-moment-guide
https://www.appcues.com/blog/improving-customer-experience-with-fullstory


“Through our churn survey,
we found that a lot of our
churn isn’t actually due to
customers being unhappy,
but rather from people
successfully completing a
project and not knowing
what to do next. As a result,
beyond the typical ‘feature-
based’ content one would
expect in a help center, our
education team also creates
content that is ‘job-to-be-
done-based’ in order to
inspire customers to do
more with Typeform than
they had initially intended.” 
 
David Apple, 

VP of Customer Success and

Sales at Typeform (former)

Identify features correlated to success and

retention

As a Product-Led Growth company, Typeform

prioritizes customer understanding. And thanks to

quantitative and qualitative data collection, they’ve

been able to isolate a powerful leading indicator that

correlates with higher retention. That indicator is the

number of Typeforms a customer creates. This

knowledge gives Typeform clarity around what to

promote in education content and what to document

in the Help Center.

 

Another way Typeform leverages customer

understanding is through their quarterly “customer

voice” report. The customer experience (CX) team

generates this report by pulling data from support

tickets, churn surveys, sales calls, and other

touchpoints. In one instance, the CX team identified

that the majority of Typeform’s churn is due to the

fact that customers don’t know what to do next, once

they’ve created their initial form. This insight drove

creation of the “What’s your next Typeform”

campaign, that promotes inspirational content to a

specific customer segment at a critical point in their

journey.

 

 

Sales: Improve onboarding and

time-to-value

UFor many companies, the product experience is now

integral to converting customers. This means that it’s

more important than ever to attract the right

customers and provide a frictionless way for them to

experience the value of your product.

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/366266/BUILD_Ebook.pdf
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Reducing onboarding friction for higher MRR

OpenView surveyed 500+ SaaS leaders and found that, for companies who offer a free

version of their product, only 13% believe the product can explain itself to new users.

Among companies without a free version, the results were even worse—only 5% felt the

product can thoroughly explain itself to new users.

 

In most companies, there are enormous opportunities to improve onboarding and a wide

variety of associated metrics, such as ARR and MRR.

 

For example, it’s standard practice to require an email address activation before users can

log into a product. And that’s exactly what Christopher Gimmer, CEO of Snappa, was doing

before he realized 27% of signups never activated their email address. Meaning 27% of

new users never even set foot in the product. When Gimmer removed the email activation

step, he quickly saw a 20% boost in MRR.

LearnWhy helps teams identify customer insights in minutes, not months.

 

Book your demo today 

“Experience has shown us that even a moderate level of effort can deliver huge
returns, and a strategic effort can shift a business’ growth substantially. More than
just a way to get your customers started with your product, onboarding is a powerful
tool that helps you deliver value, provide support and improve ease of use, all of
which result in happier customers, improved activation, increased retention and
higher profitability.” 
 

Jonathan Kim, Founder at Appcues

https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/366266/BUILD_Ebook.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Product-Led-Growth-Build-Product-Itself-ebook/dp/B07P6288ZF
https://drift.me/stubalcombe/meeting

